Step into a Burmese temple from the seventeenth, eighteenth, and early nineteenth centuries and you are surrounded by a riot of color and imagery. The interior walls and ceilings are completely covered with paintings. You see bright reds and greens if you are in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and reds and a brilliant turquoise from the late eighteenth and into the early nineteenth century. The imagery ranges from guardian figures, protective diagrams, and scenes of hell to textile patterns and representations of Buddhist biography. Large-scale deities and ogres, numerous registers filled with figures, landscape scenery, and buildings, and floral-geometric patterning occupy the space around a Buddha image or images that face east or are set around a central pillar.
Over the course of more than 150 years, hundreds of temples were embellished with wall paintings evincing remarkable similarities in subject matter and organization (fig. 0.1). These sprang up across the central region of Burma during the late Nyaungyan and early Konbaung dynasties (c. 1675-1825) . Mural painting sites were primarily produced within the core zone of the country around the confluence of the Irrawaddy, Mu, and Chindwin rivers and along the central reaches of the Irrawaddy. This is a dry region, caught in a "rain shadow" formed by the mountain ranges that fringe the country, and usually receiving less than 650 millimeters of precipitation per year. 1 The plain of the Irrawaddy River is mostly flat with low lying hills, and there are numerous dry, sandy water channels, remainders of seasonal rivers and flash floods produced during the rainy season. The landscape has a reddish, dusty appearance with scrubby bushes and trees, as well as palm and coconut trees. The dryness of this central region has enabled the preservation of wall paintings over the past nine centuries. 2 The murals survive in clusters of small-scale temples, stupas, and excavated cavetemples. 3 Most wall painting sites are located in or near monastic compounds, villages, stations occupied immediately after the enlightenment, and the distribution of the relics are also in evidence (fig. 0.4) . The jātakas were primarily depicted as a cluster of singlescened squares, and Robert Brown has argued that the early Burmese representations of the jātakas as a group of 550 tales reveal a focus on the totality of the Buddha's teachings (fig. 0.5) . 6 Clearly, narrative was an important element in constructing an appropriate temple space during this early phase of Burman artistic production, and it was a tendency that intensified over the course of the following centuries.
Few murals remain from the fourteenth-to the mid-seventeenth-century period, probably in part due to over-painting. However, paintings in an unnamed temple at Kyaiklat Kyaung in Sagaing may be dated to the fifteenth or sixteenth centuries based on the square-shaped orthography of the captions and an iconographical analysis of the imagery. 7 The site includes a number of features that connect it with Pagan paintings, including patterns of tiny painted Buddhas on the ceiling and guardian figures modelled on earlier representations of bodhisattas flanking the entrance (fig. 0.6). 8 Illustrations further included the twenty-eight Buddhas of the Past, the life of Gotama Buddha, at least three of the ten great jātaka tales, the Mahāsutasoma Jātaka (no. 537), which tells of a king who became a cannibal and how he was reformed, and other, unidentified or tentatively identified stories, probably also jātakas. 9 Many of the narratives at Kyaiklat Kyaung are shown in an extended strip format, and while the jātakas occupy a considerable portion of the walls, they are reduced in number from the complete, or nearly complete, representations of the 550 stories found during the Pagan period ( fig. 0.7) . This foreshadows the eighteenth-century murals that comprise a standardized body of stories depicted in chronological strips. In showing elements from early and late temples, the paintings at the Kyaiklat monastery provide valuable evidence of an intermediate phase in the development of this art form.
We can see wall paintings commonly in evidence again from the late seventeenth century. The earliest remaining sites from the Nyaungyan period (c. 1597-1752) are the Hmansi Paya (seventeenth century) and Taungbi Ok-kyaung (1706) at Pagan, Tilawkaguru Cave-temple on Sagaing Hill (mid to late seventeenth century), 10 Nan Pyatthat Paya at Anein (1707), while some of the latest of these small-scale productions, located in the Pakokku area, date to the 1820s. Production burgeoned in the eighteenth century, when most sites were produced, and tapered off in the first quarter of the nineteenth century. The dominant motifs in these temples are narrative representations of the twenty-eight Buddhas of the Past, the life of Gotama Buddha, and the ten great jātaka stories; illustrations of the Buddha's footprint, the Bodhi tree under which the Buddha sat to attain enlightenment, monks, devas (deities), nāgas (mythical serpents), bilu (ogres), protective diagrams, and floral-geometric patterns also constitute a significant portion of temple adornment. Specific types of imagery were placed in the entrances, on ceilings and interior walls, and behind the Buddha image or images, and were arranged thematically and hierarchically. Designs based on Indian trade textile and manuscript patterns fill the interstitial spaces around the narratives and blanket the ceilings, surrounding and contextualizing the Buddhist biographical narratives, as well as acting as a frame that transforms the paintings visually into a cloth hanging embellishing the temple interior. This material comprises a corpus that was used and reused with minor variations in Burmese temples from the late seventeenth through the early nineteenth century and forms the subject of this volume.
Religious Contexts
In the Burma of the late Nyaungyan and early Konbaung dynasties, the religious structure of the wall paintings had many strands, of which belief in the institution of kingship and the merit path of religious practice comprise the two major ones. These are, however, intertwined, as the Burmese king was considered to be a bodhisatta, a being focused on the path to enlightenment in the Theravada tradition. He was therefore also the layperson with the greatest store of merit in the kingdom, responsible for sharing his merit with and enhancing merit-making among his subjects. The king ruled in a city that was a reproduction of specific cosmological features, and the position of the monarch was correlated with that of the god Sakka (Indra) who rules in Tāvatiṃsa Heaven. 11 As a dhammarāja, a righteous ruler, the king not only maintained political control, but also ensured moral order by engaging in such activities as bringing Buddhist relics to the kingdom, ensuring the purity of the Sangha (the monkhood), and transmitting Buddhist teachings (the Dhamma), often a justification for military exploits. Finally, the king could be considered a cakkavattī (universal monarch) who controls and prepares the island of Jambudīpa, where humans dwell and Buddhas arise, for Metteyya, the future Buddha. 12 All those born during Metteyya's dispensation and who hear him preach will become enlightened, escaping saṁsāra, the cycle of birth and rebirth. Because of the king's religious roles, "church" and state were inseparably intertwined, and this is a feature visibly evident in the wall paintings through the numerous palace scenes and settings, as well as representations of military imagery, processions, and celebrations. In the provincial context where the wall paintings were produced, such pictures emphasized the material benefits of good kamma and high social status. The wall paintings presented to the contemporary viewer particular religious activities. Buddhist lay practice includes three types of behavior that generate merit for the practitioner-charitable giving, following the Buddhist precepts and maintaining ethical conduct, and meditation. These lead to three forms of bliss, notably as a human in a pleasurable incarnation, a deva in a heaven, and the attainment of nibbāna.
13 This religious methodology is dominated by the notion of exchange or benefit (Pali: ānisaṃsa), whereby in return for taking refuge in the Three Jewels (the Buddha, the Dhamma, and the Sangha) and making donations, people's wishes are fulfilled.
14 Material support of the Sangha and the sāsana (the Buddha's dispensation) is therefore made in order to attain better future rebirths, including one during the dispensation of Metteyya, when many beings will attain enlightenment, and eventually nibbāna.
Actions that generate merit range from veneration of the Buddha and listening to his teachings to practicing the precepts, honoring uposatha days (days of religious observance), meditating, and making such donations as money, daily necessities, flowers, manuscripts, temples, and so forth. Power accrues to a person through these activities, a number of which involve self-discipline, and this power, depending on how it is used, can confer great importance on the person in the local social context. 15 In Burma, the importance of giving was and is evinced by the popularity of the Vessantara Jātaka, the last of the ten great jātaka stories and the tale associated with the virtue of generosity. Its increasingly exclusive presence as a representative of the jātaka stories in the wall paintings of the nineteenth century, and the frequency of its depiction in other media, such as manuscripts, wood carvings, and kalagas, 16 embroidered and appliqued textile hangings, further instantiates its significance. This in turn reveals the primary relevance of the virtue (pāramī) of generosity within Burmese society and highlights it as a major vehicle for lay participation in religious activities. One of the most significant gifts that could be offered was the construction of a temple, demonstrating generosity by honoring the Buddha and providing a venue for others to do so. The wall paintings and the temples in which they were housed represented a major form of giving because of the expense involved, and they therefore increased the donors' merit significantly, as well as added to their social standing. The act of establishing the building and its contents indicated the good kamma, social status, and political strength of the donors, factors that also enabled the construction initially.
Wishes and aspirations (Pali: paṇidhāna) usually accompany donations, and were often recorded in inscriptions, as can be seen at a few temple sites with extant dedications. 17 For example, an inscription found at the Thirimingala temple, Nyaung Hla village, dated to 1693, proclaims that the donor, with good intentions, generously made the images and statues of the Buddha, drawing and painting the jātaka stories and ornamenting the walls for the purpose of beautification. In view of his meritorious actions, the donor made numerous requests, including that he obtain wisdom and become an arahant in front of Metteyya and that he be able to follow the paths leading to the renunciation of desire in order to obtain nibbāna. Additionally, he desired never to be reborn in the four nether existences (in hell, or as an animal, ghost, or demon); that if he were reborn as a human, it would be on a pleasurable plane of existence; and that if he were reborn as a deva, he hoped to be like Indra (Sakka). When an embryo, he and his mother were to be free from danger; his parents should enjoy peace and pleasure; he would have the seven characteristics of a virtuous person: wealth, the four good marks, the four marks of well-being, the three characteristics of good deeds, and the three good Dhammas: dāna (charity), sīla (precepts and ethics), and bhāvanā (meditation), among other features. The donor also expressed a wish for fame and knowledge, that he would associate with good people, respect living beings, the Dhamma, monks, morals, and precepts, speak only good words, and have the ability to make incomparable donations. After sharing his merit with others, he solicited praise for his donation and appointed the earth goddess as his witness. Other inscriptions describe similar desires by other donors.
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The practice of making donations to the Buddha was clarified early in the Buddhist tradition as exemplified by the first lay converts-Tapussa and Bhallika-who were given the Buddha's hair relics to enshrine and honor. In contrast, the Pañcavaggi, the five monks who cared for the Buddha during his period of austerities and became his first disciples, received the Buddha's first sermon in the deer park of Sarnath. This established the roles of the lay populace and the monkhood within two primary areas of religious action at the beginning of the Buddha's dispensation. 19 When teaching the lay population, the Buddha emphasized giving and moral observance as leading to a heavenly rebirth, 20 and in the Questions of King Milinda, a commonly found text in Burma, it is explained that veneration of the Buddha's relics is for lay people only, not for monks. 21 This is not to say that a layperson does not also meditate or practice sīlas, or that monks cannot generate merit through generosity or venerate relics and images. 22 In actual practice they can and do, but the establishment of basic paths of religious action led to the development of giving as a dominant form of religious practice in Burma. Individuals' positions in society were considered to be indicative of past and present behavior, as well as their potential to improve their status in the future. 23 While the merit path to enlightenment was and is followed by many practitioners, it was not the only method of advancing spiritually; Buddhism has other moral, philosophical, and ritual dimensions. As donations, however, the wall paintings were expressions of the concept of giving in Burmese society, 24 and hence, this is the focus presented in this volume.
The donation of a painted temple represents a variety of offerings. First, there are the physical offerings themselves of the temple, the Buddha image(s), and the murals. The wall painting imagery simulates the format of manuscripts, which were common donations, and luxury trade textiles from India, adding these elements in an illustrated form to the list of offerings. The layout of the narratives in strips that encircle the main Buddha image mimics recitations of the stories and suggests visually that the Buddha was offering his knowledge and wisdom to devotees, as well as being offered a wrapping of his own life story. In the process of creating a religious matrix, the wall paintings display the status, wealth, and comforts of exceptional future lives through repetitive images of palaces and luxurious living conditions, presenting to the devotee an inducement to participate in the merit path of Buddhist religious practice. Without fundamental religious concepts as a foundation, these material scenes would not have achieved the significance they have. The reverse is also true. The visions of worldly benefits encouraged viewers to participate in the religious system, where potential future pleasure, given the correct behavior, would culminate in the ultimate goal, nibbāna.
Catherine Bell defines ritual as the medium used to invoke the relationships between "human beings in the here and now and non-immediate sources of power, authority, and value," with efficacy of the rituals situated in people's understanding of their identity within larger social frameworks. 25 The "self-conscious doing of symbolic actions" connects ritual and performance as the audience is cognitively and emotionally 22 drawn into having an experience. 26 The donation of the wall paintings, the representation of ritual actions in the murals, the creation of a specific form of space in which to house a Buddha image, and the activities that practitioners engaged in within the temple space were all forms of ritual that were part of and created Burmese worlds. It is in the synthesis of structure, content, and methods of depiction that the engagement of the murals with the practitioner is visible, for it was here that the murals mediated the relationships between the architecture and the sculpted images of the Buddha and forged an environment for the devotee to interact with the Buddha and become part of his community. As David Freedberg writes, people do not engage with objects merely out of habit, rather the activities in which people engage indicate the relationship between devotee and image, a connection based on the "attribution of powers which transcend the merely material aspect of the object."
27 By representing Buddhist biography, the murals bridged the gap between the Buddha's presence and absence; narrative, through the provision of a history set in contemporary contexts, made this agency possible.
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Methodological Paths
Which approaches provide insights into the functioning of the multiple identities and roles of the wall paintings in contemporary Burmese society?
29 What do the Burmese wall paintings tell us about what they mean, how they communicate and to whom, and what their role is in the production of social and religious or ritual practices? The possible responses to these questions are encoded within the wall paintings themselves-the arrangement, the stories chosen, and the manner of representation. 30 The structure contributed to the functioning of the imagery by indicating and perpetuating social and religious action in contemporary contexts. 31 The Burmese wall paintings created social capital and generated merit for donors, and in so doing, they also 26. Ibid., 160. 27 
Narratology
Much of the subject matter in the wall paintings consists of Buddhist biography, and this form of religious expression for the Burmese was located in narrative imagery and the narrative process, resulting in the representation of stories as a method of beautification and in a layout that "tells" the stories. The biographical shape of the subject matter is in keeping with Burmese art historical trends, as narratives have formed a major part of the visual repertoire since the eleventh century, a dominance that lasted into the late nineteenth century and a feature that is still being used. 34 The continuous inclusion of scenes relating to the lives of Gotama Buddha over the course of more than 800 years and the intensification of visual narration during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries demonstrates the centrality of Buddhist biography to the Burmese. This is consistent with the Theravada Buddhist tradition found elsewhere in Asia, where narratives associated with religious figures have been commonly represented in art and form part of ritual practice. Sacred objects associated with the Buddha's life stories remind viewers of his great achievement, 35 and, despite his absence in the world, create a sense of presence. 36 Because the majority of the Burmese wall painting imagery portrayed Buddhist biography, narratology is a logical starting point for an analysis of the murals.
At its most basic, narrative is the telling of a sequence of events by a narrator to an addressee. The teller constructs and interprets the narrative, and mediates the relationship between the story and the receiver, who interprets it, 37 with the process of interpretation contributing to the construction of the narrative. Narrative has been thought of in terms of "this then that" happens, with the then having particular importance because it transforms events into a meaningful sequence. The focus is upon cause and effect. Yet, further methodological studies have determined that narratives need not be constructed 3-5. in this way to communicate a story. Of particular importance in this reassessment is Paul Ricoeur's analysis of plot, an element that he considers to have a teleological role in narratives. 38 He argues that in traditional and popular narratives, where many listeners or viewers are familiar with the basic tale, the story is less important than the listeners or viewers grasping the ending from the sequence of the parts. 39 With plot defined as the overall coherence of a narrative, significance emerges in the deliberate selection and omission of events and the sequence or, for visual narratives, the arrangement of the narrative itself. 40 For instance in an Indian context, John D. Smith in his work on Pabūjī stories found that narrative divisions point to particular analyses of the story and underline central themes. 41 He argues that, every element of the story is defined in terms of the crux to which it leads. This is how the performers perceive the narrative, and it is thus how they perform it too. The process of putting themes and formulae together to produce the right story is a process of realising the latent structure of that story in words . . . For . . . [the teller], the meaning of the epic, its structure and the way in which he 'knows' it are all one and the same thing.
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This is fundamental in exploring the Burmese wall paintings with their codified narratives and arrangements. The disposition of the murals, in combination with the selected stories, scenes, and other material, produced layers of meaning within a complex body of images. The vertical, horizontal, and center-periphery arrangements and relationships of the Burmese wall paintings were forms of structural emplotment that did not rely on straightforward cause-and-effect narrations of the stories. Instead, they reinforced specific ideas by providing a rationale that made the represented activities intelligible; this, in turn, encouraged practitioners to engage in such activities. 43 The disposition of the murals was thus both a projection of specific ideologies and the formation and maintenance of them, features created not only by the cause-and-effect narrative sections, but also by the relationships between the various parts of the imagery: murals, sculpture, and architecture. In narrative scholarship, a great deal has been made of relationships between time and space in visual stories. 44 How are scenes or episodes organized, and how did the artists structure each story? Because decisions about how to represent time and space (the composition of story episodes within the visual field) must be made during production, the relationships between time and space are both a result of social practices and a method of presenting social concepts. 45 This in turn evinces the network of connections in which a work of art exists and manifests the intentions of production, as well as potential forms of reception by practitioners. It can further be argued that the repetitive use of specific forms for certain stories enhances recognition of the narratives because they are part of a typological group, and organizational features become indicative of such narratives through associations with the story types. 46 Some scholars have also questioned the use of narratology in the analysis of Asian art, arguing that the space-time relationships (modes) alone cannot explain the complexity and diversity of narrative materials, 47 or that narratives are primarily present as icons, despite depicting stories. 48 In the case of the former, it is now thought that modes comprise one of the many tools that can be used for unpacking visual narratives. 49 The latter point derives from the division, by art historians, of imagery into iconic and narrative categories, a concept linked with the idea that religious images have two different functions: devotion and instruction. 50 For instance, in Robert Brown's discussion of the ceramic plaques depicting scenes from the jātaka stories mounted on the exterior of the Ananda temple at Pagan, he comments that the images are there to indicate the Buddha through his life and history and to make his presence felt, rather than to function as narratives telling a story. He argues that most of the Pagan imagery is iconic rather than narrative and that the Burmese artists were concerned with creating a complete visual form of the Buddhist doctrine. 51 Yet, stories are an integral part of an image functioning as an icon, and therefore icons and narratives cannot be viewed as exclusive categories.
52 During the Pagan period, the jātaka stories were primarily depicted as singlescenes within a square frame, but by the seventeenth century, the same stories were being represented in a strip format with a primarily linear narrative progression. The imagery in this later period moved beyond prompting the viewer to recall the story (as single-scened images can do) and actively narrated the tales, although other parts, such as the rainy season retreats and the scenes of the Buddhas of the Past, remained monoscenic. The fact that much of the Buddha's biography in the late Burmese murals was portrayed as episodes arranged in horizontal strips with a clear cause and effect format, and that there was a clear vertical progression as well, indicates that the telling of the stories was considered significant and to ignore this aspect of the material is to deny the importance of this specific decision by the Burmese. Although the narrative aspects, including disposition, of the Pagan period wall paintings have not yet been analyzed in detail, the complexity of the arrangements of the subject matter suggests that they cannot be merely classified as icons. 53 What is visible in the early wall paintings is not iconic versus narrative or narrative as icon, but rather the concepts of narrative and icon functioning together-each reinforcing the other to present the Buddha as worthy of and available to worship. 54 the layout of the Borobudur reliefs, yet visual stories and images should not be constrained by such a narrow definition of narrativity, especially since their very visuality expands the ways in which they can "tell" a story and create meaning. A narrow definition of narrative creates a stand-alone picture, one that denies the role of viewers in their interactions with the art, as well as the agency of pictures themselves. Many studies discuss the importance of the temporal element in narrative; in visual narratives, however, I would argue that the implication of time can also narrativize the imagery (Alexandra Green, 75. In an Indian context, Leoshko establishes a similar way of viewing iconic images that are also narrative.
As the narratological field has developed, it has increasingly been seen as a tool kit from which to select methods of analysis to suit the material at hand. Instead of attempting to produce a hard and fast definition of narrative, scholars stress its inherently "fuzzy" nature. 55 Viewing icons and narratives as part of a continuum provides a greater analytical flexibility, and this is encapsulated in the concept of the fuzzy set, whereby narrative is not defined in a fixed way, but rather is assessed through a variety of potentially relevant criteria.
56 Narratology is an analysis of the way that material is presented to the viewer, and since the creation of an object requires the maker to choose (whether consciously or not) a specific form and manner of production, it can elucidate what the murals represented and signified to the local, contemporary society, how they were used, and what behaviors they modeled. 57 While the Burmese wall paintings were built to serve the purposes of individuals and families, they were produced within larger institutional frameworks. 58 The murals met and utilized institutional goals through the disposition of the temples' contents, as well as encouraged and participated in particular activities of contemporary society via the replication of narratives, specific arrangements, and the inclusion of images of luxury goods, exhortatory material, and protective devices.
Audience and Usage
Narrative selection and organization do not necessarily lead the viewer unfamiliar with the soteriological message toward the main point. The imagery provides the content and the context of the plot, 59 but prior knowledge and comprehension of the narratives and the religious and social purposes of the murals are essential to grasping the concepts associated with them at the time of production.
60 Mieke Bal and Norman Bryson in their article on semiotics and art history warn against the easy generalization of societal viewing expertise, stating that codes of understanding are required and that possession of these codes for viewing can be unevenly distributed or operated. 61 In the case of seventeenth-to early nineteenth-century Burma, assessing access to codes and social viewing expertise is difficult. Viewers would have included the local community, both lay and religious, although the extent of visitation is unknown. The Buddha and deities must not be excluded from being thought of as part of the audience, as the imagery was painted on temple walls to honor the Buddha and congratulations (thadu) were elicited from all beings in the realms of existence at the conclusion of donative inscriptions.
The majority of the wall paintings' subject matter would probably have been accessible to Burmese society due to literary developments, particularly the public narration of religious stories (hawsa), the push towards translating religious texts into the vernacular that strengthened in the seventeenth century, and embellishments popular in literature. The production of plays based on religious stories, the recitation of the tales publicly, their importance in monastic education, 62 and the illustration of the stories in the murals suggest that Burmese society generally was well acquainted with the Buddha's biography. 63 Stories have been a significant teaching tool, as exemplified by the Buddha's use of stories, particularly the jātaka tales, to transmit religious concepts and explain ethical teachings. Buddhist biography was regularly taught at monastic schools, preached in public, and cited as precedents and exemplars. For instance, jātakas narrated in sermons or other public venues offered commentary on contemporary issues via entertainment. 64 Juliane Schober writes that the jātakas-offer abundant material for religious education. Central motifs in the biographies of the Buddha elucidate moral principles, values, and ethics, and certain well-known jātaka tales serve a didactic purpose in teaching younger generations about the tradition. Jātakas are salient across Buddhist communities and the themes they recount readily resonate with other aspects of religious knowledge and practice. As such, recounting certain jātaka stories in public sermons or even representing them in paintings can serve as commentary on current social and political issues.
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Narratives provided a foundation to promote specific social ideas.
The jātakas played a particularly important role in providing exemplary models for Burmese social and political behavior and interactions. For example, during the consolidation of the Konbaung dynasty in the mid-eighteenth century, King Alaungpaya sent a message to the king of Hanthawaddy on 28 September, 1756, stating "Firstly, he should know that he is fighting a losing battle. Secondly, he failed to take the cue of [the] Bhūridatta Jātaka." 66 On the nineteenth of October of the same year, another royal order noted that, Reverend Araññavāsī and Gāmavāsī Monks of Burmese, Mon and Shan nationalities bless both the kings of upper and lower Burma. It is believed that these kings are Bodhisattvas and accordingly they are devoted to do good for all creatures. But sometimes forgetfulness could even stop these men from being kind and helpful. In such a case, these monks take the liberty of referring them to the Dīghavu (Dīghitikosala-Jātaka, no. 371), Mahāsīlava (Mahāsīlava-Jātaka, no. 51), and Saṁvara (Saṁvara-Jātaka, no. 462) in which they will find some examples of how hostilities among nations could be averted by peaceful means.
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These examples suggest the significant role that jātakas and stories in general played in Burmese life, including as exemplars of legal principles. 68 Here the tales were used not only to emphasize the correct control of the self, but also to indicate that religious ideas, punishment, the law, warfare, and peace agreements could all be determined by relying upon past precedent, of which the jātaka stories formed an important part. In such instances, the fact that diverse issues could be resolved through the citation of exemplars shows how well known the stories were to at least the upper echelons of Burmese society. These various types of usage-as political exemplars and public sermons and teachings-within contemporary society reveals a Burmese "textual community," as defined by Anne Blackburn, where social and religious cohesion was provided in part by the use of a body of specific texts that had widespread application in the region.
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The repetition and maintenance of biographical and decorative imagery over more than a century and across the Burmese central zone suggests that the wall paintings were accessible to the local communities that were engaged in sponsoring mural production. For instance, the use of textile patterns indicates that viewers had familiarity with Indian imports, or at least their association with wealth and luxury, otherwise the prestige factor of "draping" the temples with copies of textile patterns would have been lost locally (though not necessarily the aesthetic response). While this presupposes that the wall paintings were meant to be comprehended by the community, communal knowledge of a prestigious donation was essential in providing the social recognition and high status expected to accompany such generosity, as is well attested. This was a mutually reinforcing process by which the gift emphasized specific practices and material presences; the painted imagery encouraged particular forms of religious practice; and the significance of the gift made the ideas a forceful presence within the community. Whether the teachings, the citation of jātaka exemplars, use of textiles as status markers, and so forth translated into a comprehension of specific imagery by the majority of the viewers remains a matter of speculation. However, the standardization of a narrow repertoire of elements across time and space in individual and family donations probably both facilitated comprehension of the imagery and indicated the widespread nature of the knowledge represented.
Recognition of the imagery enlarges the possibilities that devotees would be receptive to the ideas created by the imagery. As mentioned, the reuse of material suggests a community familiar with the texts, stories, and ideas encapsulated in the wall paintings, and the actions indicated in the murals further reveal how people engaged with the material that was considered to be meritorious, protective, and exemplifying. Because the stories were regularly associated with repeated spatial patterns, the two elements-content and structure-become mutually supportive, helping to construct and reproduce each other and therefore shaping forms of veneration. The structure of the Burmese wall paintings-modes and organization-and the iconography together can offer insights into how the imagery was accessed, received, and, possibly, interpreted by its audiences.
An issue related to audience is usage. The interiors of the buildings containing murals are relatively small-most are approximately three square meters-revealing their function as a space to house a Buddha image and for personal devotions. It is inside these structures that prayers and requests, contemplation of the Buddha and the recollection of his teachings, the offering of ephemeral gifts, and other individual religious activities happen. They are not congregational spaces, which are found in the open wooden buildings (Burmese: tazaung) situated within monastery compounds where sermons, recitations of the jātakas, and other group religious activities, such as making offerings to monks, occurred.
70 While there is little information about how these small temples were used initially, the fact that many are now derelict or in ruins, while large and famous edifices continue to be employed and renewed, suggests that families and specific local communities were the main donors and users. As these families and communities died out, relocated, constructed other temples, or stopped focusing on specific regions for donative activity, 71 the sites would be left without support. An example is Maung Po Ywe's temple, commissioned in Minbu in 1851, that was recorded as no longer in use by 1901, only fifty years after its construction. 72 The lack of preservation of mural sites in part resulted from the fact that merit was generated at the moment of donation, and, unless maintenance was explicitly included in the gift, the donor was not responsible for it. 73 Many objects were (and are) made simply to be given to the Sangha and were not actually utilized, or were used very little. The lack of long-term maintenance of the temples with murals indicates a similar approach. For practitioners, constructing and embellishing temples for donation maintained the sāsana (the Buddha's dispensation) and generated merit. The importance of the temple lay in its funding and donation, as well as its subject matter, rather than in its subsequent employment. The social emphasis was upon the act of donation, rather than the production of the art form, and consequently, although depicting commonly taught and widely available narratives and concepts, audience comprehension of the wall paintings and the usage of the temple may have been of less consequence than the appropriateness of the gift. Dunhuang was the production of the images, rather than subsequent viewing of them.
Unified Spaces
It is a major tenet of this volume that the temples and their contents operate as a whole, with the architecture and murals enfolding the sculpted images in a space designed for personal interactions with the Buddha. The mural contents and layouts at late nineteenth-and twentieth-century sites throw the ideas of earlier examples into sharp relief. The twentieth-century examples differ radically from those produced during the Pagan, Nyaungyan, and early Konbaung dynasties in the reduction of narrative content and the diminution in the amount of space given to the wall paintings at temple and stupa sites. The concept of architecture, sculpture, and painting as intimately combined to create a specific space vanished, and along with it the structuring and connecting role of the painted imagery. While depicting many of the stories and images represented in eighteenth-and nineteenth-century temples, the late nineteenth-and twentieth-century wall and panel paintings are a revolutionary change from the earlier ones in that they do not enclose the viewer within a space defined by painted imagery, nor do the paintings connect the sculptured image with the architecture by a narrative that signals the conclusory point of Buddhist practice, nibbāna. As representations of the Buddha's biography, including relics and pilgrimage sites, these late painted images add to the sanctity of the space, but are merely one aspect among many. They lead towards the central shrine if placed in corridors, indicating their continuing ritual connotations or at least presenting an acknowledgement of the earlier mural traditions; if they stand alone, they make particular points, such as demonstrating the Buddha's supremacy or acting as protection in the case of the eight victories. However, in general, these later wall paintings are used judiciously here and there at a site, rather than enveloping the devotee; in other words, they do not create a specific place, but augment the space in which they are located. It is here that the difference between the earlier and later murals lies, and it is here that the major function of the Nyaungyan and Konbaung wall paintings can be seen. Because they covered the interior walls in their entirety and presented a largely set body of material, the Nyaungyan and Konbaung murals were conceived of as integral to the temple space housing the sculpted Buddha image ( fig. 0.8) . The use of Buddhist biography, particularly the focus on the pāramīs, the path to enlightenment, and the Buddhas of the Past as indicators of enlightenment, the lineage of awakened beings, and the purveyors of prophecies of future Buddhahood, linked the sculpted Buddha to the wall paintings through history. These connections, because of their use of the entire architectural space, related the image to the architecture via the physical cycles of narrative that encircled the interior, the representation of the Bodhi tree, and the canopy forms on the ceilings.
John Holt has written about Sri Lankan murals as maintaining a specific representational formula, which he considered to be a "visual liturgy," defining it as "the articulation of a consciously contrived and coordinated set of symbolic tropes designed to encapsulate and engender meaningful religious experiences and knowledge in an engaging and formal ritual (including meditation) setting." 74 The key words here being "contrived" and "coordinated" in that it is through deliberate ordering that the "meaningful religious experiences and knowledge" are produced, in much the same way that a set series of ritual activities occurs in non-visual liturgies. The Burmese wall paintings have similar functions as demonstrated by the repetition, range, and disposition of the subject matter. The painted imagery was particularly selected and organized to present coordinated themes and a cohesive program within temple spaces, and it was replicated in temples for more than one hundred years. The disposition of the subject matter posited specific hierarchies and relationships within Burmese Buddhism and by extrapolation in Burmese society, with the imagery progressing from sentient being to enlightened one. Imagery, such as the Buddhapada or guardian figures, framed the interior space and thereby contained the field of merit, as well as the Buddha's power, within the temple. 75 The standardization of the wall paintings' subject matter and arrangement can be viewed as part of the ritual of housing Buddha images with the established body of material acting as a formula or liturgy for paying homage. 76 Within the painted material are examples of ritual action and indices of ritual behavior for devotees to emulate that also demonstrate the eclectic nature of contemporary Burmese Buddhism. Through the choice of subject matter, the murals depict memories of the Buddha, and the setting is designed for engaging with the Buddha and his community through personal rituals, including donation, chanting, meditation, and protection. The inclusion of the twenty-eight Buddhas of the Past, the ten great jātaka stories, the seven stations, the eight victories, many of which can also be used as parittas, as well as protective diagrams and a recitation of the life of Gotama Buddha that focuses upon the process of becoming enlightened, demonstrates how cosmic truth and personal protection could be combined. The Burmese murals were thus a prescription for donative obeisance to the Buddha within a temple setting, presenting a visual liturgy to viewers and demonstrating the correct subject matter needed to house and honor a Buddha image and benefit the donors.
The wall paintings engaged with religious and popular literary developments of the time, as evident in the mural details and structure. There are connections between the details of the murals and the embellishments found in poetry and prose, which are also visible in the relationships between the captions and the imagery. The emergence of theatrical productions during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries affected narrative formats that promoted an extended visual narrative line in the paintings. Yet, there is another, structural way of looking at the murals that relates to the Tipiṭaka. As Steven Collins has commented, the Sutta and Vinaya Piṭakas are presented in a narrative format, while the Abhidhamma Piṭaka concerns itself with lists. It could be argued that the wall paintings embody the full Tipiṭaka by combining numeric lists, thereby mimicking the lists of the Abhidhamma, with imagery in narrative form, also connecting it to the stories of the Sutta and Vinaya Piṭakas. In this way, the wall paintings merge two structural forms into a new "text," encapsulating the Buddha's teachings and his biography and establishing it as appropriate for creating a space to house a Buddha image.
Late Burmese wall paintings additionally provide a rich view of contemporary life, illustrating such things as architectural forms, clothing, and hairstyles, in addition to dominant religious and political concepts. They also incorporated ideas, representations of people, decorative styles, textile motifs, manuscript formats, stories, and motifs brought from the regions surrounding the country, the use of which not only indicates the extensiveness of the interactions between Burma and its neighbors, the prevalence of such things in contemporary Burmese society, and Burma's cosmopolitan nature, but also shows the willing utilization of novel ideas within the country itself. Some of the material was popularized because of its association with wealth and status, other aspects because of their religious associations, and some because of efforts to emulate what was adopted by the Burmese court. Yet despite the variety, the stories and their arrangement in the wall paintings continuously maintain specific religious conceptsthe law of cause and effect and the role of merit in personal lives and social hierarchies, 76. Skilling, "Worship and Devotional Life," 9827. Liturgy is a powerful method of teaching with the recitation of formulas part of the learning and inculcation process. the Buddha's biography as indicative of his great abilities, the cycles of rebirth, and so forth. The imagery selected for representation in the murals reinforced notions of the power and abilities that accompany great merit and good kamma. Repetitively and extensively showing the perfection of the virtues, renunciation, and enlightenment, the paintings also provided imagery of the benefits of meritorious behavior through scenes of luxury, encouraging viewers to comprehend and therefore participate in socially accepted religious practice and belief. Religious and social themes intertwined through the correlation of giving and the path to Buddhahood. The murals therefore successfully amalgamated the local and the Burmanized, the religious and the secular through a stable religious and narrative structure that did not change substantively during the efflorescence of late Burmese mural painting. The Nyaungyan and Konbaung dynasty mural sites present a worldview that was articulated visually as a complete entity within small-scale temples in the Burmese heartland. The interior architectural form offered to practitioners an intimate space for housing a Buddha image and engaging in personal devotions to the Buddha, and the wall paintings situated devotees within the Buddha's community, as well as enfolding them within the Buddha's field of merit indicated through the murals' subject matter. In depicting Buddhist biography and protective devices that draw upon Gotama's power, the paintings in turn connected with the main sculpted image that provided a focal point for devotions and a logical end-point to the narratives. The wall paintings were material expressions of dominant and ideal Burmese religious concepts and social practices of the time that in the process of production and consumption created, mediated, and shaped prevalent ideological concerns. 77 More particularly, they were repertoires of rhetoric, exhorting specific forms of action in which can be seen a "habitus" of the Burmese, visible in the narrative structure, story and scene selection, and other imagery of the wall paintings. 78 The repetitive scenes of homage and offerings indicated the actions of the temple's donors and provided an example for others to follow, while imagery of palaces and other scenes of wealth and high social status, as well as the dedicatory inscriptions, revealed the benefits of participating in a Buddhist system focused on future rewards and confirmed the purpose of the paintings as assisting the donors towards achieving better lives materially and morally. These meanings were embellished by the emphasis upon kingship and worldly success indicated by the use of sumptuous, luxury textile patterns and scenes of wealth, power, and pleasure. Embedded within the images of Buddhist biography and protective diagrams were cosmic truths about the Buddha and the path to omniscience. The wall paintings functioned both heuristically and soteriologically-teaching about the religion and how it worked within the contemporary Burmese context and providing religious goals. As a donation, as depictions of sacred biography, and as indications of ritual practice, the murals transformed the interior spaces of the temples into powerful fields of merit. The Burmese temples with their murals provided a number of benefits to participantsmerit from dāna, the teachings of the Buddha encapsulated in his biography, the opportunity to participate in the Buddha's community, and visions of future benefits. The combination of architecture, paintings, and sculpture created a field of merit and a complete space in which devotees could interact with the Buddha through his biography and his community, transforming their current and future lives. To enter temples of the seventeenth, eighteenth, and early nineteenth centuries was to enter a cohesively articulated and represented Burmese Buddhist world to which the devotee belonged by performing ritual activities within it. The iconographic program and disposition of the imagery together produced a space that was religiously and socially effective, ensuring the maintenance of a visual formula for more than a century.
1
A Formula to Honor the Buddha
1
Mural paintings adorn hundreds of buildings dating to the eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth centuries at Pagan, Salay, Pakhangyi, and other early sites. Only a handful of structures built between the fourteenth and the mid-seventeenth centuries house murals, however, probably due to over-painting and possibly a lack of resources resulting from the endemic warfare and shifting capital cities of the time. The tradition of embellishing the interiors of temples with murals revived in the mid-to late seventeenth century and flourished during the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. This can be connected to an increasing administrative consolidation of the country, expanding trade and religious networks, an emphasis on Buddhist orthodoxy, increasing wealth in the hinterlands, and changes to the way that merit was generated. Wall painting production declined again after the first quarter of the nineteenth century.
2
The murals evince exceptional consistency in subject matter, representation of imagery, and arrangement within an architectural space across the central zone from the late seventeenth to early nineteenth centuries. The extensiveness of painting production during this time period throws the similarities of the murals into sharp relief. The wall paintings of each temple contain variations in style, modes of representation, and design, yet all sites draw upon established organizational structures and subject matter so that the differences merely reveal continuities diachronically and synchronically. In There are numerous buildings from the Pagan period scattered around the central zone, which probably once contained wall paintings. Few murals of the fourteenth-to seventeenth-century period remain, and most likely shifting political centers and multiple capitals, as well as significant warfare, contributed to this dearth of material. The merit-making activity of whitewashing temples to make them appear clean and new has also taken its toll on artistic material through the centuries. Similarly, extant murals from the nineteenth century are very limited, and, interestingly, they are quite disparate in style; the reasons for this are unexplored and go beyond the scope of this volume. The cohesive nature of the late seventeenth-to early nineteenth-century material coupled with a large number of existing sites, however, provides the scholar with a significant body of material to explore. It should be noted that few sites from this latter period are located within the capital cities; most of them are in secondary centers within the central dry zone of Burma.
looking at this body of material, I draw upon Ann Swidler's approach to repertoire theory, which assesses patterns of action rather than beliefs or values. 3 A select group of images and stories, a repertoire, or cultural tool-kit as described by Swidler, was used in "varying configurations to solve different kinds of problems." 4 This in turn meshes with David Morgan's analysis of religious material culture as demonstrating human activity, as well as the approach of Elizabeth Arweck and William Keenan in their edited volume, in which they seek to understand how religious material culture functions socially. 5 The Burmese wall paintings created a formula that became accepted as the appropriate way in which to decorate a temple during the course of the eighteenth century. 6 The formula comprises three main themes: merit and its acquisition, protection and sources of power, and enlightenment. In these themes can be seen recommendations for specific actions, as well as the ways in which specific forms of action are made to seem an obvious response to contemporary conditions, particularly in the areas of communal identity formation, appropriate relationships with the supramundane, and personal and familial protection, both current and future. 7 The wall paintings provided a repertoire of appropriate actions within the Burmese sphere, including psychological assistance through the representation of protective motifs, ensuring an appropriate relationship with the Buddhas through the narration of Buddhist biography, and developing and supporting community through the common ritual activity of generating merit. The importance of these actions in Burmese society is evinced by the fact that the subject matter and organization of the murals became sufficiently authoritative to persist for more than a century. 8 The use of a formulaic manner of presentation and the development of a repertoire for representation made the paintings and the narratives recognizable and established a body and typology of imagery that was used for approximately 150 years, authenticating the subject matter by conforming to a particular type. The murals both established traditions and reinforced them through the standardization of subject matter and arrangement, and the fact that they were used across a wide area in the Burmese central region and were maintained over time indicates that the concepts used in their production had a level of authority that encouraged the preservation of their structure and subject matter. In other words, the imagery became a religious weight to be maintained and reproduced, and hence, resilient over time.
9 As a repetitive function in a religious context, the program of the wall paintings can be viewed as a form of ritual with its authority deriving from its formality and standardization.
10 Just as dedicatory inscriptions followed prescribed formats, the visual material in the temples established an effective and appropriate repertoire of material and arrangements to honor the Buddha, protect and demarcate the interior space of temples, and enfold the Buddha image at the heart of the structure within its own life story.
The Burmese mural repertoire comprised a tight body of material from which the individual elements of the wall paintings were taken. For instance, within the biographical material, all or some of the ten great jātakas might be chosen. The Buddhas of the Past may or may not be shown with devotees or the future Gotama. Will the entrance ceiling display a Buddhapada or a lotus pool? And so forth. Each of these elements relates in a particular way to other parts of the murals, physically, narratively, and conceptually. The repertoire comprises a number of different pictorial formats, including cause-andeffect narration, icons, abstract devices, and patterns, which are not necessarily discrete areas of representation; many overlap. These formats advanced the concepts of merit, protection, and enlightenment in part through placement in the temple, the internal arrangement within a given narrative, or by their very presence. The wall paintings thereby perpetuated a distinct body of ideas, maintained an authoritative tradition, and presented strategies for action that devotees could use.
In this chapter, I explore the ways in which the wall paintings were standardized and thereby developed into a repertoire, particularly focusing on the main narrative features. By standardization, I do not mean that each temple is identical to the next, but rather that each site draws upon a stock body of material, a repertoire, and arranges it in strongly similar ways; in other words, patterns repeat, even if exact details do not.
11 I also define the four main painting styles, look at the factors that may have contributed to the development and maintenance of a visual repertoire, and examine contextual elements that led to an efflorescence of paintings from the seventeenth to early nineteenth centuries. 12 9. For a summary of this theoretical approach, see Satlow, "Tradition." Tradition can be identified as a resource that religious actors draw upon, the authority of which exercises a constraining force on change. On the ideological power of repetition, Burmese wall painting sites from the late seventeenth, eighteenth, and early nineteenth centuries housed a specific body of material that was sufficiently relevant to Burmese Buddhist concepts, beliefs, and practices that it was maintained in a standardized format over the course of a "long" century. In these temples, biography, textile patterns, cosmology, and protective and ritual imagery located the murals within contemporary culture where repetition provided religious, social, and political authentication for the Burmese Buddhist community. This type of display created an appropriate space in which to house and honor a Buddha image or images, memorialized the Buddha, and codified a visual liturgy, 1 and by providing evidence of ritual behavior and demonstrating ritual practices, the images within a specific space gave practitioners a focus for their activities and devotions, while exhorting them to participate in normative religious behavior. By presenting recurrent subject matter in standardized arrangements, the murals expressed and encouraged persistent types of religious practices and social interactions. The complex of architecture, sculpture, and painting thus became a vehicle for biographical, moral, behavioral, and social instruction.
As discussed, the extensive subject matter, ranging from guardian figures and scenes of homage to protective diagrams and Buddhist biography, defined the space in which it was housed by marking boundaries and created a space that was a field of merit protected by magic diagrams and ritual chants. The imagery itself performed a number of functions. The captions and the details connected the murals to literary and dramatic developments, as well as the emergence of the vernacular in Burmese religious spheres. The details further exemplified contemporary Burmese society, especially the material quality of life among those of high status, and demonstrated how the results of good kamma were to be envisioned. The Buddha's presence was generated by the ritual reproduction of biography in contemporary guises. The standardized arrangement 
Conclusion
of the wall paintings within the internal spaces of the temples, however, transformed the illustrated subject matter and details into imagery with additional significations beyond the ones associated with the biographical narratives, trade textile cloths, protective figures and diagrams, and the Buddha image itself. The murals and the temples in which they were housed created a specific framework within which to interact with the Buddha, a context for practitioners to function religiously and socially. The representation of Buddhist biography through extended formats in an intimate space emphasized the process of telling, as if the practitioner were present at a ritual or were part of the community listening to the Buddha preach, and mimicked the cycles of saṁsāra around the temples' walls through the use of a strip format that wrapped around the walls. Within the temples, practitioners were protected and enfolded within a memorialized biography and a community that conflated past and present. The disposition of the wall paintings within the architectural space and around the main sculpted Buddha image created an area that defined the Buddha's field of merit as a series of frames and social and spiritual hierarchies, establishing a Buddha field, explaining the Buddha's supremacy, and reifying particular types of merit-making practices. Buddha images signify the Buddha in several ways-as a focus for meditation, an iconic manifestation of the Buddha's physical form, and a recipient of veneration and devotion-and the painted life stories around these figures made sense of them in Nyaungyan and Konbaung cultural milieux. 2 The many facets of the Burmese Buddhist world-knowledge, homage, protection, luxury, and social interactions-were encapsulated in the relationships between the architecture, sculpture, and painting.
This volume has assessed the worlds-of commemoration, ritual, social standing, religious fields, literary and dramatic developments-that the wall paintings interacted with and participated in the creation of, giving primacy to the visual object within its physical and social context. The tradition of using imagery to create specific forms of space, of course, has a long history in human society, and has been particularly pertinent in the Buddhist world, but this has not always been addressed when examining visual narratives, with many early studies exploring the ways in which visual material replicated the narrativity of written examples. Inherent in discussions of visual narratives is the assumption that they have to function like texts and that divergences from textual structures are problems. 3 Even when examining how images narrate, texts are still privileged through narrow definitions of narrative structure that focus upon the text or imagery itself. 4 The biases that these early analyses created and perpetuated-that the characteristics of written narratives form the standard definition of narrative which can be applied across media and that imagery cannot convey a narrative as well as a written one because it cannot show temporality clearly-have yet to be overcome completely. The fact that pictorial material narrates stories differently than written texts does not necessarily mean that they have difficulty in telling a tale, since the assumption that literary and visual configurational qualities need to be contiguous is fallacious. Visual narratives must be approached in different ways than verbal ones, because they encapsulate meaning-making opportunities that written or oral examples do not (and vice versa). They need to be viewed for their own narrativizing characteristics, as opposed to following literary trajectories or exploring how textual narrative characteristics can be mapped onto them, otherwise the traditional hierarchy continues. Because they can tell stories differently from written ones and have means at their disposal not available to a textual narrative, pictorial narratives must be assessed for the qualities that they possess without necessary reference to written narratives.
Many issues with the narrative field result from narrowly defined ideas of what constitutes a narrative and how it functions temporally in telling a tale, demonstrating an assumption that a narrative is a monolithic construct dependent on the passage of time. Theoretically, the narrative studies field has gone some way to breaking down this barrier by developing the concept of the fuzzy set, whereby a variety of features can narrativize visual material. The difficulties in defining pictorial narrative stem from the numerous ways in which stories and ideas have been presented visually, and therefore further studies focused on utilizing a broad definition of what constitutes a visual narrative are necessary. Ultimately, many visual narrative features can be posited in relationship to Umberto Eco's theories on the role of the reader and the semiosis of texts. He gives credence to the codes, subcodes, means of expression, and the social context that contribute to the beholders' and producers' points of view. In terms of the narrative itself, Eco distinguishes between discursive elements (scene selection, where emphases fall, etc.; and I would include placement within space), narrative structures (themes, motives, functions, which in the Burmese context would include the enlightenment, merit-making, the Buddha's community), the roles of the various actors, and elementary ideological structures (such as merit-making and social hierarchy). These features interact with the viewer's first impressions (whether these impressions are confirmed or disproved) and metaphysical world structures (acceptance of truth, judgements of accessibility, recognition of propositional attitudes) to produce understandings of the narrative. 5 Narrative is therefore a complex network of connections and associations, one that incorporates the method of viewing (reading) as a narrativizing function. In 2008, Rick Altman suggested a new way of understanding narratives, arguing that the assumption that narrative material and narrational activity are always located in the text is an insufficient foundation for analysis. 7 He proposes a tripartite approach that encompasses narrative material (action, character, etc.), narrational activity ("a narrating instance capable of presenting and organizing narrative material"), and narrative drive (the reading practice that activates the first two approaches). 8 At a more detailed level, Altman establishes "following" (a zooming-in on specific features) as an important criterion in narrative assessment and argues that each narrative will have its own following pattern.
9 Together these features make the theory highly flexible. In visual narrative studies, emphasis has been upon narrative material and, to a lesser extent, narrational activity. Narrative drive has been little explored, and the potential interactions between narrational activity, particularly narrative organization, and narrative drive have usually been ignored. Altman's theory, like Eco's work, shifts the narrative perspective to the viewer and, essentially, reduces the traditional focal points of narrative studies-actor, time, action, etc.-to better proportions. These latter features become one aspect of an overall analysis, rather than the dominant characteristics, leaving the field open for other ways in which images function narratively, a crucial and essential shift in perspective for visual narrative studies.
H. Porter Abbott further posits narrative as a platform that enables the combination of a telling of an event with other types of material, such as description.
10 This expands upon Mieke Bal's argument that details cannot all be accounted for narratively, but they can contribute to a world view supported by the narrative portions of the text or image.
11 An outcome of this assessment is that an integrated approach to narrative and its environment is necessary to allow for the numerous ways in which events and ideas can be transmitted to and created by viewers or readers.
12
In the introduction to Rethinking Visual Narratives from Asia: Intercultural and Comparative Perspectives, I argued that narrativity can be found beyond conventional text-image, time-space, and story-discourse relationships and that how visual narratives are actualized and utilized in specific ways is essential to understanding how they convey meaning. 13 However, in the theoretical focus on defining narrative, understanding its components, and describing how it is structured and functions (in other words in looking at the physical story alone), the physicality and the environment of the object, as well as the role of the viewer, have not been given the primacy that is due. This fact is flagged in Sabine Buchholz and Manfred Jahn's consideration of space in narratives, where they point out that because temporality has been considered one of the defining features of literary narratives (as opposed to spatial art forms) and space has been viewed primarily as a backdrop, it has not been as extensively considered in narrative theories as time has been. 14 Recent studies of narrative space still tend to focus on the internal space of the story being presented-either the layout of the narrative itself or the setting in which the action occurs-rather than the place in which the retelling of the narrative is presented. The physical space occupied by the object and how it consequently operates is not a common topic of discussion. These are significant lacunae in the study of visual narratives that emerge in part from the fact that theories have been based on written narratives where the form of the book or manuscript is not automatically of importance in assessing the story.
15 Consequently, the same approach has been assumed to be valid for visual narratives. However, pictures are located in or on something-a gallery, house, church, temple, music box, book, fan, and so forth, and these various structures should be part of the assessment of narrativity as they impact narrational activity, including Altman's concept of following, and narrative drive.
Some studies have addressed the importance of space in visual stories. For instance, Marilyn Lavin's volume on the arrangement of narrative painting within Italian churches moved the discussion beyond the layout of the stories themselves and looked at the relationships between stories and the connections between the stories and the architectural spaces in which they were housed.
16 Spatial qualities exemplify the uniqueness of visual narratives in that they operate in varied places beyond the confines of a book, manuscript, or more recently, a kindle, 17 and these assorted and diverse forms expand potential narrational activity and narrative drive.
18 Because nar- 19 This flexibility brings the role of the reader/viewer into a primary position and shifts narrative characteristics onto factors other than internal features alone. In a visual narrative, the role of the viewer gains prominence as the narrational activity depends on the way in which he or she interacts with the material. The narrator thus cedes some authorial power and control over narrative progression as the viewer is not necessarily constrained to look at the imagery in a specific order. This moves visual narratives away from a textual assessment, and one of the results is a narrative where disposition can be a significant part of the construct.
An integrated view that takes location into consideration has been developing in studies of Asian visual narratives, with monuments and their imagery explored for the numerous ways in which they communicate. 20 For instance, Stanley Abe in his article on art and practice at Dunhuang argues that the paintings not only illustrate texts and beliefs, but are part of a "complex of belief and ritual" that occurred in the caves with the architecture and imagery mirroring the relationships between belief and rituals. 21 In her analysis of a new seventh-to eighth-century cave temple design in China, Sonya Lee also views the architectural arrangement as essential in establishing meaning, arguing that by analyzing the relationships between content and layout the materiality of the narrative is prioritized and discussion shifted away from the hierarchy between text and image. Most importantly, however, in these contexts, it was the spatial context that "activated the ideological meanings vested therein by cuing the images through the viewer's bodily movement inside the structure." 22 In examining the ancient Javanese site of Borobudur, Julie Gifford integrates architectural form, religious imagery, and viewer movement, concluding that the sculpted reliefs mediated between Buddhist biography and architecture and showing how the monument "embodied Buddhist practice in relationship to material and visual forms." 23 These types of approach can also be valid for sculptural forms, where the relationships between scenes on a stela, for example, can generate a number of potential viewings. 24 The attempted transplantation of spatial structures from one visual context to another can be seen in Robert DeCaroli's interpretation of the sculptures at the entrance to Vihāra 19 at Bhājā as mimicking the layouts of imagery on railings around free-standing stupas. 25 And, Jinah Kim's work on South Asian manuscripts demonstrates that books can be animated in numerous ways beyond a simple reading of the text and images themselves. She considers the relationships between text, image, and book, paying attention to the uses to which books were put, their relationships to monuments, and the movement inherent in a book's structure. 26 Architectural and material forms thus not only establish an arena in which the narratives function, but also shape narrational activity and, by incorporating viewer movement and usage of the space or object, impact the narrative drive.
In the case of the Burmese wall paintings, the images are shaped by the architectural forms and posited in relationship to the sculpture. These three elements form a narrative "platform" on which to create the Buddha's presence. The architecture, with its basic layout of an odd number of entrances into a (usually) single interior space, creates the frame for the Buddha's presence and contains the field of merit. Its small size indicates the individual devotions that occur within it. In turn, the sculpture embodies the focal point when entering the temple and performing devotions and provides closure for the painted narratives that address the path to and lineage of enlightenment. It does so by presenting the moment of awakening through its gesture and position seated under the Bodhi tree, an image that occupies the entire wall facing the entrace to the temple space. The cause-and-effect painted narratives make sense of the main image's position and gesture, and through their spiraling format around the temple walls contribute to the creation of a Buddha field. However, not all the elements of the wall paintings are narrative, including, for instance, the Indian trade textile patterns. But, shown in conjunction with the sculptured focal point, overtly narrative murals, and framing architecture, these patterns emphasize the narrative of honoring the Buddha, and they contribute to and reconfirm a world view about the Buddha and social and economic status that is reinforced by the biographical material. They are part of the larger narrative platform of the temples.
The layout of the wall paintings demonstrates potential viewing practices. These were described in chapters 2 and 3 where the traditionally characterized narrativesthe life of the Buddha, the previous Buddhas, and the jātaka tales-present one level of narrative construction, but then are arranged vertically (the perfection of the virtues, the attainment of enlightenment, and becoming part of the lineage of Buddhas) and horizontally (telling of the cycles of saṁsāra in relationship to Buddhist biography, reflecting circumambulatory motions, and making the Buddha present through a relationship with the local community) on the walls to provide other potential viewings. From the time that the devotee passed through the entrances flanked by guardians and entered the Buddha's field of merit-the center-periphery narrative connection-he or she was within a repeated narrative scenario where the Buddha preached and listeners became enlightened, as recounted often in Buddhist biography. The implication here is that each time a practitioner comes to pay homage, because of the positioning of the imagery, the narrative is repeated.
Within these spatial layouts, action, character, and setting also play roles in creating the visual narratives. Action develops in various ways: linearly in registers, in vertical progression, and through the interplay of particular locations within the temple space. Thus can be seen the narrative progression within each of the jātaka tales and the life of the Buddha, the development of the bodhisatta from sentient being on the lower portion of the walls to awakened one at the top, and the narration of an event of the Buddha's life where he tells stories to his community or is wrapped in them by his community. The main character of the multiple stories is the Buddha in the course of becoming an awakened being. The popularity of narrative imagery in Burma can thus be accounted for because it honors the Buddha by explaining him biographically with the main image's legitimacy infused by contact with the Buddha's life story. 27 The other essential characters in these stories are members of the Buddha's community, who support him and who, in these contexts, include seventeenth-, eighteenth-, and nineteenthcentury devotees who come to the temples to see and honor the Buddha depicted in contemporary settings. By so doing, the practitioners both activated and were enfolded in the narratives and therefore became participants in the stories being presented. A story needs a narrator or narrators to present and organize the narrative material. Numerous voices are seen in the murals. On one level the Buddha narrated the painted stories; in another, the devotee did so through his or her presence in the temple. The monks who supervised, artists who produced, and the donors who commissioned the construction of the temple each contributed to the choice of subject matter, even if the alterations were only in minor details. The Buddha image did this through its position in the temple-the imagery swirls around the figure as if it were spinning the stories. Practitioners likewise triggered the various narrative threads by entering the temple and passing between the guardian figures and under the footprint or lotus pool, their position in front of the Buddha where they too were surrounded by the images, and possibly walking around the temple interior, following the stories. All sentient beings, and therefore the community, were called upon to witness the donors' generosity in the inscription, and, in so doing, they too became viewers and therefore participants in the narratives as witnesses, but also as the community watching the unfolding of the kammically intertwined lives of the Buddha, the donors, and by association themselves. These narrative roles are visible because these activities were physically presented to the viewer: the Buddha narrated his biography; donors and practitioners positioned themselves within the local community and the Buddha's community; the monks associated with production and local monastic complexes perpetuated the visual liturgy of the imagery and therefore ensured its ritual efficacy; and the community presented an environment in which devotees could engage themselves in normative practice. In these varying narrative voices, the model viewer (reader)-one who knows the stories and therefore can potentially visualize connections inherent within the imagery-is anticipated, seen, and created by the wall paintings.
28
The narratives were constructed by training the lens on both dramatic and exemplifying moments of the jātakas, the renunciatory path trodden to the awakening, enlightenment itself and the history of previous Buddhas, the consequences of specific forms of good and bad behavior, and the creation of a Buddha field and Buddhist communities. When seated before the Buddha image, devotees were at the center of the architectural and narrative complex, thereby emphasizing their prominent role in the narrative construction and demonstrating that the space was a driving force in the creation of the narrative networks. Space has often been deliberately shaped in Buddhist visual cultures, and the Burmese wall paintings are one manifestation of this phenomenon. In approaching visual narratives in an integrated fashion and by assessing how they function without recourse to textual narrative structures, the problem of how to move beyond considering visual material as merely illustration of a text, as referring to a text, or as dependent on a text is overcome. The word-image and narrative-icon dichotomies are shown to be continua that alter depending on the viewer. The need for a rigid, standardized definition of visual narrative is likewise unnecessary as narratives are 28 . Eco, The Role of the Reader, 7-10. assessed from the viewer's perspective and through the relationships between the narrative material, narrational activity, and narrative drive. This volume has looked at the articulation of these elements by discussing how the relationships between word and image, layouts, story and scene selection, and narrative themes both demonstrate and confirm social structures and changes, economic activities, and religious practices of seventeenth-, eighteenth-, and nineteenth-century Burma. The visual material-paintings, sculpture, architecture-of the wall painting sites created narratives by juxtaposing stories, matching imagery, and connecting tales in space, and this type of analysis takes the narrative field beyond the concept that pictures are to be "read" and shows the multifarious and holistic ways in which they can be viewed.
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